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,\ly name ~s Doak C. Cox. I am Director of the Uni versi ty of Hawaii
E" ;.'i l'onment a_ Center. This statement nas not received the interdiscipl.lnary
::;",ecking we try to secure for forma .. Center statements, and in any case it
,".an"ot be considered as representaL. ve of an institutional position of the
,irl 1. vel'S i ty ..

. w~~l address myself primar1~Y ~o the combined questions of tne criter~a

r establ :'sh~ng zones of mixing and definition of best practicable treatment
l.U add only brief and general remar... s concerni:lg the schedule of improvements

r,f dlscharges in the plan for implementIng tne State's water quality standards.

lrlteria for zones of mixing

The quest:'on of appropriate criteria for the establishment of zones 0

mi xing is one to Wh1Ch \'le in the Water Resources Research Center and Envi ron
men:al Center of tne Llniversi ty have given a good deal of attention since
t~e first hearing on a zone of mixing was scheduled. On due reflection 1
:ielieve all the criteria can be reduced to tl'lO, that can be stated very simply
but that warrant further discussion 1n explanation:

1)
quality
1, or 2

A local variance from one or more of the State's specific water
stm1dards results in some area of rece1v1ng waters of use class A, B,
from a discharge into these waters.

2) The overall, long-term pubL c \\'el fare is oest served by sanct ion of
tr,e discharge and the resulting vana.:ce.

The first criterion merelY states t~at tnere is no need for a zone of
;11~xi!i5 unles~ tncre is a varia, c'- r:.:o;:l SOJ.le n,.unan activity. The vari nce from
car. .)e determinea only by determinat lon, in the receiving wate s, of the values
Jf tllose pollutant concentrations tha:: are recognized as significant 1n the
~)ertlnent standards. The second cn teTio;. lInplies that the detriments asso
ciated with the continuance of the discnarge and toe variance are offset by tne
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ucnefl ts of SUCl"l continuance, both uene fi ts and detriments being measured in
terms of overall .tong-term publ:.c \~elfare.

A balance is involved among t~e behefits of continuing the disposal of
:'.1e waste o~ conc-.:rn, the costs of a: terTlat: ve means for disposal of this
,\"ater, and the costs of disposal of t:-,e \vaste into the waters of the proposed
zone of mixing in terms of interference with other uses of those waters. All
of these benefits and costs may i;:c: ·.ide Doth material and non-material aspects.
All ml~t be consluered in long-term aspects, in recognition that future uses
of the watel'S may slgnifica.'1tly ue i::.t>3.ircL. by the effects of current discnarge~

of \vastes if tnese effects are not readily reversible.

The informaLon necessary to the determination of the appropriateness of
designation of a zone of mixing should, then generally include:

1) The location of the effluent release to De accommodated and t, e
temporal description of the effluent discharge rate and the concentration of
~ollutants of environmental concern.

2) The temporal-spacial description of the concentrations of tne pollu
tants of COl~cern in the receiving waters.

3J Di rect and indirect ecological effects of the pollutants deri vt::d from
the effluent.

41 Consequences of the water quality and ecological effects WI tli respect
LO uses of the waters.

5) Economic, recreational, and esthetic costs and benefits associated
w:. th the ecological effects and consequences with respect to uses.

6) Alternative means for disposal, treatment, or control of the effluent,
together with their economic, environmental, and other social values.

In the original concept, in which a zone of mixing would be defined
pure:y in geographic terms, the temporal-spacial description of the pollut~nt

concentrations would have had to be very thorough, involving extens i ve moni
toring and detailed understandi:1g of the transport and dispersal field. ~·.o.ce

usefully a zone of mixing may be o.efined pnmarily in terms of the discharge
i -= is to accommodate, the spacial tem;>ora understanding still being necessary
to permit estimation of the ecological effects and their values, but not to
~he degree of precision required for control.

Defini tion of best practicable treat::1ent

As to the definition of the best practicable treatment or control with
respect to discharges into potential zo~es of mixing, I do not believe that
I can improve on the definition that ap?ears in my statement of 13 September
1971 on the mew,ing of this term, a statement already read into the record of
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two public hearings on zones of mixing. The summary of that statement is as
follows:

"On the basis of a rational philosophy for environmental
quali ty control, the ordinary meanings of the words, the statutory
authority behind the State Water Quality Standards, the useage in
those standards, and the responsibility of the Director of Health
in the overall system of State institutional responsibilities, the
term 'best practicable treatment or control' applicable to discharges
in relation to zones of mixing, must be interpreted to mean that
method of treatment or control which is best from the standpOIi1t of
overall, long-term, public welfare."

In the statement I explicitly excluded such meanings, implied by various
advocates at zones of mixing hearings, as:

1) Most practical from a purely economic aspect, without regard to
non-material aspects;

2) Most extreme within limits of available technology;

as well as such more extreme meanings as:

3) Most practical purely from the economic standpoint of the discharger;

4) Total elimination.

Wi th bighly competent advice I have tried to develop a definition a140wing
less room for judgment, but I have not found one that would not in one ClTcum
stance or another violate the prime goal of the overall, long-term, public
we lfare.

Schedule for improvements

The schedule proposed at this hearing for improvements to implement the
State's Water Pollution Control and Water Quality Standards Regulatlons is,
in my understanding, intended to replace a schedule prepared in 1967 before
the water pollution control permit system was significantly operative.
Because the Department of Health then had little information on potential rates
of improvement of the various discharges, the original schedule could represent,
at best, only intelligent guesses. To the extent that the schedule now
;Jroposed is based on the schedules for improvements called for in perini ts
covering the respective discharges, it constitutes a realistic schedule, not
previously draftable. Surely we ought not to be hung up by some initial bad
guesses in our approach to improvement by a rational schedule.

The testimony so far presented at this hearing suggest that there have bee
not only some bad guesses but some slipshod and laggard enforcement together
with confusion, internal disagreement, and inadequancy in the record of status,
improvement, and prospective improvement of the discharges, and that some of t le
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proposed schedule is in fact not yet based on permits representing firm
agreements between the Department of Health and the dischargers. I am afraid
this may all be correct to a degree and I am afraid some of the disagreements
and confusion will haunt us in the future. However, the schedule now proposed
represents at least a vast improvement in reality of the old schedule. If
it is the best the Department can do at the moment, what can we do other than
accept it generally (subject only to the correction of obvious errors) that
will in fact not set us back further in our efforts to obtain better quality
in the waters of Hawaii.

It seems pertinent to point out that the permits are granted subject to
provlslons in Chapter 37 of the Public Health regulations including maximum
terms of 5 years, renewable but once. This provision, like the others in that
Chapter adopted after public hearings, grants to the Director of Health
discretionary authority to set dates within that maximum term. I am sure that
I would consider the Director's decisions in some cases too stringent and in
some cases too lax, but so long as he does not exceed the maximwn and is not
totally unreasonable, and so long as within 5 years we can genuinely expect to
see, with respect to discharges many of which have been in existence for
decades, the improvements called for in the permits, I do not believe we have
an appropriate basis for a challenge. I am anxious to get on with the
improvements .


